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Background Global geographic inequity exists in access to
advanced neuroendovascular procedures for the management
of acute ischemic stroke and aneurysmal subarachnoid hemor-
rhage. Robotic technologies may enable long-distance tele-
stroke intervention in the future. This study assessed the feasi-
bility of a robotic-assisted system for neuroendovascular
intervention.
Methods In this clinical case series, we used the assistance of
a CorPath GRX Neuroendovascular Robotic System, (Corin-
dus, A Siemens Healthineers Company, Waltham, MA USA) to
perform intracranial, endovascular procedures in 6 patients
with complex, wide-necked intracranial saccular aneurysms.
We evaluated technical success, periprocedural complications,
and need for conversion to manual procedures.
Findings Between November 2019 and February 2020, we
treated six patients (five female) ranging from 63 to 84 years
old. All procedures were successful with no complications or
changes in baseline neurological status. There were no conver-
sions to manual required for the procedures. Team communi-
cation and collaboration were excellent, even without line of
sight between the bedside team and the primary operator of
the robotic controls.
Interpretation We have demonstrated initial feasibility and
safety of remote-controlled, robotic-assisted intervention during
neuroendovascular procedures. This case series represents an
incremental but important step toward the eventual realization
of long-distance stroke care and geographic equalization of
access to advance neuroendovascular procedures.
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Introduction Intracranial aneurysm rupture claim 15,000 Amer-
ican lives per year and impair over 9000 with neurological
deficits. Current treatments are unable to remove the aneur-
ysm threat permanently. Even after an endovascular treatment,
an aneurysm could still regrow (recanalize) and rupture.
Approximately 25% of patients receiving medical treatment
will still die from an aneurysm rupture. Endovascular treat-
ments can benefit from a novel medical device that seals along
the aneurysm neck during device delivery to the aneurysm sac
while allowing blood flow to perfuse the parent artery,
thereby reducing the occurrence of complications resulting
from endovascular device placement.
Methods The stent-balloon device is composed of a ultra-high
compliant urethane balloon that extends over a self-expand-
able, shape-memory Nitinol braided stent/mesh (100–500 um
average pore size) attached to a 0.010–0.018’ micro-guidewire/
retriever (figure 1-a). The stent/mesh (similar dimensions to an
LVIS Jr

®

) is delivered through the large (~0.018’ ID) primary
lumen and the balloon is inflated around the stent/mesh from
the small (~0.006’) secondary lumen (50:50 contrast agent
and sterile water). Blood flow in the parent vessel is main-
tained through the deployed stent/mesh and the balloon pro-
vides a smooth-consistent seal along the aneurysm neck (figure
1-b). The diameter of the expanded stent is at least 70–80%
of the parent vessel artery. Subsequently, after device delivery,
the jailed microcatheter is removed. The balloon is deflated,
and the stent/mesh is retracted into the microcatheter.
Results The stent-balloon device can temporarily seal off the
aneurysm neck during complementary device deployment
while maintaining blood flow in the parent vessel, provide a
smooth surface at the aneurysm neck to maximize device
placement in the aneurysm sac, stop device migration into the
parent vessel short-term, and reduce aneurysm recanalization
risk long-term. The device with the stent and ultra-high com-
pliant balloon can be used for treating sidewall aneurysms and
bifurcation aneurysms where the stent can provide flow in the

Abstract E-228 Figure 1 (a) Balloob stent/mesh device (b) The position of device in front of aneurysm sac
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primary branch while the compliant balloon can seal the
aneurysm neck and temporarily occlude the secondary branch.
Conclusion This device can improve the placement of devices,
such as coils and a new generation of liquid embolics, into an
aneurysm sac without blocking the parent vessel in the short-
term, nor leaving metal in the parent vessel long-term. A new
stent-balloon device would allow neurointerventionalists a less-
restricted time window to deploy embolic devices and obtain
a more complete aneurysm sac fill while concurrently limiting
any protrusion or migration of the embolic devices
downstream.
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Introduction/Purpose Anterior communicating artery aneurysms
(ACoAAs) account for 30 to 37% of all intracranial aneurysms
and are additionally the most common location of subarach-
noid hemorrhages (SAH). 1 2 Endovascular coiling has been
shown to be a safe treatment option for patients with intra-
cranial aneurysms but there remains concern regarding poten-
tially higher recurrence and subsequently higher retreatment
rates. Preliminary results from the hydrogel endovascular
aneurysm treatment (HEAT) trial have demonstrated reduced
recurrence rates in aneurysms treated with hydrogel coated
coils. Hydrogel coated coils result in higher mean packing
density however their effects on recurrence rates have yet to
be elucidated. In this study we compare recurrence and
retreatment rates in ACoAAs treated with hydrogel coated
coils to those treated with bare metal coils.
Materials and Methods A retrospective chart review was done
on all patients >18 years old with an ACoAA treated with
endovascular coiling between 2014 and 2018. Follow up
imaging included either magnetic resonance angiography
(MRA) or cerebral angiography. Aneurysm recurrence was
defined as any progress on the Raymond aneurysm occlusion
scale on post-operative imaging. Treatment groups were div-
ided into hydrogel coated coil or bare metal coil. Patients
were categorized as hydrogel coated coil when �70% of the
coil length was hydrogel coated. Patients with <70% hydrogel
coated coils were placed in the bare metal coil treatment
group. Fisher exact test was used to determine statistical
significance.
Results 84 ACOAA were treated with coil embolization
between 2014 and 2018. Post-operative imaging was available
for 68 patients. 26 patients were categorized into the hydrogel
treatment group and 42 into the bare metal treatment group.
Of the 68 patients, 50 (74%) presented with aneurysm rup-
ture. Sixty five percent (17/26) of patients in the hydrogel
group and 79% (33/42) patients in the bare metal group pre-
sented with subarachnoid hemorrhage (p=0.26). Aneurysm
recurrence was seen in 7.7% (2/26) of patients treated with
hydrogel coated coils compared to 33.3% (14/42) of those
treated with bare metal coils (p 0.03) (table 1). Sub-analysis

of patients presenting with aneurysm rupture revealed decrease
recurrence rates in patients treated with hydrogel coated coils
at 5.9% (1/17) compared to patients treated with bare metal
coils at 39.4% (13/33) (p 0.01).
Conclusion Hydrogel coated coils may reduce recurrence rates
in the treatment of both ruptured and unruptured ACoAAs.
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Introduction/Purpose Flow diversion is a popular endovascular
treatment for cerebral aneurysms, but studies comparing differ-
ent types of flow diverters are scarce. Here, we performed a
propensity score-matched cohort study comparing the Pipeline
Embolization Device (PED) and Flow Redirection Intraluminal
Device (FRED) for posterior circulation aneurysms.
Materials and Methods Consecutive aneurysms of the posterior
circulation treated at 25 neurovascular centers with either
PED or FRED were collected. Propensity score matching was
used to control for age, duration of follow-up imaging,
adjunctive coiling, and aneurysm location, size, and morphol-
ogy; previously ruptured aneurysms were excluded. The two
devices were compared for the following outcomes: procedural
complications, aneurysm occlusion, and functional outcome.
Results A total of 375 aneurysms of the posterior circulation
were treated in 369 patients. The PED was used in 285
(77.2%) and FRED in 84 (22.8%) of procedures. Aneurysms
treated with the PED were more commonly fusiform in mor-
phology and larger in size compared to the FRED aneurysms.
To account for these important differences, propensity score
matching was performed resulting in 44 PED and FRED
unruptured aneurysm pairs. There were no differences
between the two devices in terms of occlusion status, func-
tional outcome, and neurologic complications.
Conclusion Comparative analysis of PED and FRED for the
treatment of unruptured posterior circulation aneurysms did
not identify significant differences in aneurysm occlusion status
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